William Still & The Underground Railroad

Primary Documents


Still's underground rail road records : with a life of the author narrating the hardships, hairbreadth escapes and death struggles of the slaves in their efforts for freedom : together with sketches of some of the eminent friends of freedom, and most liberal aiders and advisors of the road / by William Still. E 441 .A58 v.126

Secondary Source


Historical Society of Pennsylvania Website based Resources

William Still Digital History Project

Interactive Timeline:
http://timeline.hsp.org/main.html

Preserving American Freedom:
http://digitalhistory.hsp.org/preserving-american-freedom

Specific Attention to:
Contradictions of Freedom in a New Nation:
http://digitalhistory.hsp.org/preserving-american-freedom/contradictions-freedom-new-nation

Crisis of Freedom: Slavery and the Civil War
http://digitalhistory.hsp.org/preserving-american-freedom/crisis-freedom

Journal C of Station No. 2 of the Underground Railroad, Agent William Still (excerpt) June 2-29, 1855 http://digitalhistory.hsp.org/node/7555